
Welcome to Renasant Bank Treasury Solutions. Treasury Solutions is a bundle of services available to commercial

customers to facilitate cash positioning, improve security, and supplement accounting controls. 

This is one of a series of Quick Start Guides designed to introduce new users to a Treasury Solutions service. This 

guide will concentrate on services that facilitate Cash Position Management. There are three services:

For purposes of this guide, we will concentrate on the Cash at Rest state. In this state, the guiding principle is to 

keep the Operating Account as close to zero as possible. An exception to this would be any balances you choose 

to maintain voluntarily, such as to earn credit to pay for bank services.

Minimizing the balance of your Operating Account indicates that you are deploying your cash to its highest and 

best use.

• Carrying a positive balance means you are incurring an opportunity cost because that balance could be used 

to pay down credit, save interest, or invest to earn interest.

• Carrying a negative balance exposes you to overdraft fees and increases the risk that transactions might not 

be processed.

The problem with maintaining a minimal balance is that it normally requires guesswork. How long will it be 

before that next deposit arrives? How long will it take the check I wrote to clear back to my account? This is where 

Cash Position Management services come into play.

Let’s start with a general overview of the cash cycle and then demonstrate the role Cash Position Management

services can play in enhancing your ability to manage cash. Think of cash as having one of three basic states:

State 1: 
Inbound Cash

State 2:
Cash at Rest

State 3:
Outbound Cash
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Automatic Sweep Services
NOTE: The term investment is used in this section generically; some Automatic Investment instruments are interest-

bearing deposits and not investments.

These services take the guesswork out of investing or borrowing decisions. The movement of funds among your

operating account and an investment account or line of credit is automated, and the sweeps among the account 

types are generated based on the actual daily posting of your deposits and disbursements at a time when your 

true balance is known with precision. There are two sub-services within Automatic Sweep Services – Automatic 

Investment Sweep and Automatic Credit Line Sweep.

Each day after we post your Operating Account, the surplus or deficit balance of the account is known. At that 

moment, before posting is finalized, Automatic Investment will generate a transaction between the Operating 

Account and your chosen investment instrument. If the balance is a surplus, then funds will flow from the Operating 

Account to the investment. If the balance is a deficit, then funds will flow from the investment to the Operating 

Account. There are three investment options:

1. Renasant Investment Sweep (Interest Bearing DDA Account)  - This is a bank deposit, not an investment 

instrument. It is covered by FDIC although the FDIC coverage maximum applies. Interest is paid based on 

rates set by Renasant.

2. Insured Cash Sweep - This is a bank deposit, not an investment instrument. It is fully covered by FDIC with 

no coverage maximum. This is achieved through reciprocal deposit-sharing agreements between Renasant 

and other FDIC-insured banks. By distributing your funds across multiple approved institutions, we are able 

to achieve a level of FDIC coverage appropriate for your funding total. Interest is paid based on rates set by 

Renasant.

3. Repurchase Agreements - This is an investment instrument, not a bank deposit, and FDIC coverage does 

not apply. In this type of investment, Renasant sells you an investment instrument, and buys it back from 

you the following business day. Interest is paid based on rates set by Renasant, not the interest rate of the 

purchased instrument. Since there is no FDIC coverage, in the event of the bank’s failure your ownership of 

the purchased security entitles you to sell it to recover your funds. 

The appearance of Automatic Investment transactions on your bank statement will differ based on the investment

instrument you choose:

• Repurchase Agreements, since they mature on the following business day, use a method called full sweep 

in which the entire invested position is returned to your Operating Account each day, and a totally new 

investment is created at the next posting of accounts. In addition to entries on your bank statement, for 

Repurchase Agreements you will also receive a trade confirmation notice as evidence of your ownership 

of the underlying instruments. This notice complies with the requirements of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission.

• Interest Bearing Accounts and Insured Cash Sweep use a method called net sweep in which only the surplus 

or deficit balance is moved.
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This sweep service works similarly to Automatic Investment Sweep, except instead of an investment or interest-

bearing deposit the sweep transfer occurs between the Operating Account and a sweep-qualified line of credit.

Once your daily operating surplus or deficit is determined, Automatic Credit Line Sweep will generate a transaction

between the Operating Account and your working capital line of credit. If the balance is a surplus, then funds will 

flow from the Operating Account as a payment to the line. If the balance is a deficit, then funds will be drawn from 

the line as a deposit to the Operating Account.

Automatic Investment Sweep and Automatic Credit Line Sweep can be combined in one Operating relationship. In 

that case, the order of sweep entries will be determined by what is better for you from an interest-rate standpoint, 

which means:

• Surpluses in the Operating Account are swept first to the Credit Line, and when the line balance reaches zero, 

any additional surplus is swept to the investment instrument.

• Deficits in the Operating Account are drawn first from investment, and when invested funds have been 

depleted, any remaining deficit is drawn from the Credit Line. 

 
Zero Balance Accounts (ZBA)
This service is designed to reduce the amount of time and diligence required to ensure operating funds are not 

inefficiently spread out among various other secondary accounts. This inefficiency can occur when funds are not 

transferred promptly to the Operating Account from deposit-only accounts, or when funds are transferred too early 

to disbursement-only accounts in anticipation of checks clearing.

With ZBA you designate your desired target balance for each “sub-account.” Generally customers choose zero as 

the target balance (hence the name of the service), but a higher target can be specified if there is an advantage to 

leaving a small amount of money in a sub-account.

As part of our end-of-day account posting we will automatically evaluate the balance of each sub-account and 

generate a transaction between it and the Operating Account to restore the balance to its specified target. For 

deposit-only sub-accounts this means transferring funds from the sub-account to the Operating Account:
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For disbursement-only sub-accounts, our daily posting process will update the account to reflect debit activity 

– primarily checks – that have been presented for payment on the account, and the ZBA process will cover that 

debit position to restore the specified target. This means transferring funds from the Operating Account to the sub 

account:

Controlled Disbursement
This service facilitates cash positioning in cases where investment or borrowing cannot be automated. For example:

• You conduct short term investments but use instruments other than the options available in an Automatic 

Investment Sweep

• You use a credit line as one of your funding sources but some action needs to occur to enable advances from 

the line, such as updating your borrowing base for an Asset-based line.

In such cases, you need a method to ensure maximum predictability for your cash flow. By providing reporting to 

enable just-in-time funding for your Operating Account, Controlled Disbursement provides such predictability.

To achieve this, a Controlled Disbursement Account, or CDA, is created and linked using ZBA to your Operating 

Account. To enable the reporting needed for you to manage investing and borrowing during the current day – rather 

than waiting on posting – Renasant enrolls the CDA in a Payer Bank Service with the Federal Reserve Bank. Each 

morning, the Federal Reserve notifies Renasant of the check numbers and amounts of the checks they will present 

to us for participating accounts, which we will post at the end of that business day.



Using this information we are able to report your funding requirement to you, representing the sum of all the checks 

that will be presented for payment. Armed with this information – and knowing how much cash you had available 

in your account at the opening of business – you are now able to predict your ending cash position for the day. 

This enables you take the actions you need to take to net your cash position to zero (or whatever level you desire). 

Actions you might take include investing, disinvesting, borrowing, or paying down credit.

Start to finish, the daily Controlled Disbursement looks like this:

AM - Notice of Check Presentment
PM - Check Presentment

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

AM - Posts CDA Report PM - Posts Checks
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Key Considerations for Using Controlled Disbursement
• Controlled Disbursement is recommended for commercial checks only, such as Accounts Payable. Consumer 

checks, especially of small value, are more likely to be cashed at our counters throughout the day, bypassing 

our ability to include them in the morning report to you.

• Likewise, Controlled Disbursement is recommended for checks only. Electronic transactions such as Wire 

Transfers and ACH debits are sent to us by different methods and will bypass the funding report.

• Checks drawn on Controlled Disbursement accounts bear a unique routing and transit number owned by 

Renasant. This is what enables them to be enrolled for reporting at the Federal Reserve. Therefore, caution 

should be taken when ordering and re-ordering checks to ensure the correct routing and transit number is used; 

Renasant can provide you with a specification document for this purpose.

• Your funding requirement report is delivered via our Enhanced Business Internet Banking (EBIB) service. 

Therefore, if you use Controlled Disbursement for cash positioning you will need to have us assign you an EBIB 

login credential even if you do not use EBIB for other purposes.

Need Help?
If you have questions or need more information about 

how to use Cash Position Management tools at Renasant, 

contact our support experts at 844.680.3739, or email 

treasurysolutionssupport@renasant.com. Our team is 

available Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM CT/8:00 AM ET – 

5:00 PM CT/6:00 PM ET.


